Greetings first-year students from the Carleton Bookstore!

Welcome to Carleton. Provided below is a brief introduction to your campus-owned Bookstore, along with an introductory 22% off coupon on the back. We hope to see you this fall!

The Carleton Bookstore offers the following products and services to students:

**Products:**
- Textbooks: Classroom, Office, Computer, and Dorm Supplies; Electronics; Apple Products at Educational Pricing
- Food, Beverage, and Health Supplies
- Carleton Clothing
- Greeting Cards
- Carleton Gifts
- General Reading Books
- Textbooks

**Special Services:**
- Sales, Events, and Promotions
- Campus Card Deposits and Redemptions
- Check Cashing
- Change
- Storage
- Ticket Sales
- Gift Cards
- Phone Cards
- Textbook Buybacks Twice per Term

**Textbooks:**
The only place to get all your classroom needs in one place is at the Carleton Bookstore. We have every textbook for every class on campus, and only by shopping with us are you assured of getting the RIGHT book for every class. We offer competitive market-based pricing, textbook rentals, digital books, and a no-hassle return policy.

Students are able to order their textbooks online through the Bookstore as well. Textbooks will be available online as we receive orders from our professors at [http://www.carletonbookstore.com/SelectTermDept.aspx](http://www.carletonbookstore.com/SelectTermDept.aspx).

Order online and your books will be ready for pick up the day before classes start! Convenient and easy!

For more information and answers to frequently asked textbook questions, see our website or feel free to contact us at bookstore@carleton.edu.

**Classroom, Computer, and Dorm Supplies**
From an extensive selection of writing instruments to light bulbs, from notebooks to batteries, from extension cords to dry erase boards, or from flash drives to backpacks, we have all the supplies you will need for your classroom or dorm needs. In addition, we offer computer software at educational discounts, and the Carleton Bookstore is your only source for Carleton-imprinted notebooks, folders, binders, and writing instruments.

**Apple Products at Educational Pricing and Electronics**
Order your Apple computer products through the Bookstore and you’re eligible for educational pricing as a current or prospective student. Find us online at [www.apple.com/edu/carleton](http://www.apple.com/edu/carleton). In addition, you’ll find a wide range of headphones, Apple accessories, and other electronics on hand in your Bookstore.

**Food, Beverage, and Health Products**
We carry an assortment of snacks and beverages for your convenience, and we offer a variety of health products to soothe whatever ails you! All are available until 8:00 pm Monday-Saturday and 12-4pm Sundays.

**Carleton Clothing**
We’re your only source for official Carleton College insignia gear. Whether caps, shorts, pants, sweatshirts, t-shirts, or a unique selection of women’s clothing or harder-to-find items like flip flops and ties, you won’t find Carleton insignia gear anywhere else. Period. Shop online at [www.carletonbookstore.com](http://www.carletonbookstore.com) and get your official gear early...and save by using the coupon attached!

**Carleton Gifts**
You’re sure to find something you like among our distinctive array of insignia gifts. Among the imprinted items we carry are recycled canvas bags, blankets, lanyards, mugs and glassware, key chains, pennants, decals, Frisbees, water bottles, office products, alumni/faculty/student group music, teddy bears...and much, much more.
General Reading Books
We carry an exclusive inventory of general reading books perfect for browsing, including faculty and alumni titles. We are happy to special order whatever you might need if we don’t have it in stock. We offer monthly specials and sales, including our monthly Browsers Dozen newsletter featuring twelve hand-selected titles all at 25% off. We also offer over 500,000 titles on our trade website, including eBooks, at www.carletonbookstore.org. We also carry greeting cards on our lower level.

Special Services
We offer free gift wrapping of your purchases and special orders on out-of-stock book and supply items.

Sales, Promotions, and Events
The Carleton Bookstore offers a regular schedule of sales, events, and special promotions. We hold a sale at the end of each term. In addition, we offer other special sales throughout the year, and we discount special items regularly in the store. Finally, we offer regular bookstore events, such as regularly scheduled author events.

Campus Card Deposits and Redemptions: Check Cashing
Your Carleton campus card can be used for all of your Bookstore purchases, as well as for other purchases on campus and at select local businesses. Once money is placed on your card—a service that the Bookstore also offers—you can use your card for every purchase you make. Your campus card is a convenient and fast way to make Bookstore purchases. The Bookstore will cash personal checks for up to $100 for students and Carleton employees with a valid campus I.D. We’ll also make change for campus laundry or for other needs.

Storage Tickets
If you are leaving campus for the term or for the summer, you can store your items on campus. To do so, you’ll need to purchase a storage ticket from the Bookstore.

Gift Cards
Gift cards good at the Carleton Bookstore are available in any denomination beginning at $5.00, and are available either in-store or online. Gift cards make great gifts for Carleton students!

Find Us on Facebook!
Become a fan and “Like” the Bookstore on Facebook to keep up to date on announcements, events, and special offers exclusive to our Facebook friends. Find us at www.facebook.com/CarletonBookstore.

We hope we have provided you with some helpful information to make your first year on campus just a little bit easier. Remember, by shopping at the Carleton Bookstore, your dollars stay on campus and are returned to Carleton to reduce college costs.
Once again, we look forward to seeing you this fall!

The Bookstore Staff
David Schlosser, Julie Daley, Brendon Etter, Tripp Ryder, and Carleen Thumblad

---

Special offer exclusively for first-year students!

Bring this coupon to the Carleton Bookstore by August 31, 2014 and receive

22% off any one purchase of clothing, gifts or general reading books!

Can't make it in? Shop online and enter the promotional code "FirstYear" (no space) and your order will be discounted.

507-222-4153 • 800-799-4148 • go.carleton.edu/books

Monday-Friday, 8:30 to 5:00
Saturday, 10:00 to 4:00 • Sunday, Closed
Convenience Store Hours (Beginning September 15)
Monday-Friday, 8:00 to 8:00
Saturday, 10:00 to 4:00 • Sunday, 12:00 to 4:00

Find us on www.facebook.com/CarletonBookstore

Offer not valid on textbooks. Discount may not be combined with other offers. Offer expires August 31, 2014.